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Cool! When you buy it you can support the Ukrainians.. it's a pretty good game other than the controls that still needs some
work.. Are you tired of your boring, plain, dull looking cards in the game? Do you wish they had more pop and really had that
shine to them? If you answered yes to ether of those questions then this is the downloadable content for you. With this
downloadable content you can convert your plain boring cards to fantastic looking cards that you wont be embarrassed to put
down on the table. They will bring you confidence when playing and give you the courage to play those rare cards with style.
This DLC converts all uncommon, rare, and mythic rare cards in the decks to premium foil cards which you can admire and
look at and not get ashamed while looking at them. The great thing about this deck conversion taking place is that it converts the
appearance of those dull cards and turns them into premium cards that shine like stars. The downfall to this DLC is that it gives
no advantage at all to the gameplay but just the look of the cards that you are holding. Start shining for your enemies today!.
Fantastic "reboot"

Played alot of Pang on my Amiga 500 when i was a kid. Now i got quite a Super Nintendo collection, including Super Pang,
wich reminds of this. This freshly made Pang game with new modes, feels really good and will work for you if you love the
series.

Controller recommended. Works perfect with a XBox One pad.. 10\/10 would conga again
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Its good and its free. Ok, so I *am* a breakout fan. I enjoyed Arkanoid, I loved Crystal Hammer and I even came to terms with
Dawnbringer's BabeAnoid. But Shatter I cannot recommend. :-(

The game is not particularly demanding, and with proper suck/thrust control it is actually trivial. The "boss" levels are nothing
more than a source of free 1up's. The graphics are ok, but nothing more. Some concepts might be innovative but all in all it's
pretty annoying. I played this just one time and I actually looked forward to losing all lives and closing the game.

If you love breakout games and this one is on a 80-90% sale, you could give it a try, but you have been warned. All other cases -
move along, nothing to see here.. This is not a game, is a bug!!!!! Thanks God after the 4, there is the 5.......absolutely not a
game to play!!!!. Has not updated in a long while. Will not be trusting this developer in the future. With $3, maybe, but
definitely not with anything $10+.. I LOOOOOVE this game! I grew up watching Bud and Terece movies and this game
brought some dear memories back.
I don't mind much it is a short game (about 3 and half hours to finish). But I do mind the only local co-op mode. I really really
hope the devs bring this game also as network co-op.
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